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Who is the real Lady Lindy? 
In this inquiry, students will explore the title “Lady Lindy” given to Amelia Earhart and determine if she 
or Lindberg’s wife Anne Morrow Lindberg deserve it. The will respond to questions as they go. 
 
ROUND 1: AMELIA EARHART 
 
Document A: The Remarkable Life of Amelia Earhart 

They called Amelia Earhart “Lady Lindy” after her first flight across the Atlantic. She 
was tall and slim, with short, wind-swept hair, and looked so remarkably like Charles Lindbergh 
that she could have been his sister. Although she disappeared flying the Pacific in 1937, her 
name is still frequently in the news, thanks mostly to “aviation archaeologists” who believe they 
know the circumstances of her demise and where her plane and other evidence can be found. 

 
Glines, C.V. “The Remarkable Life of Amelia Earhart.” History Net. March 19, 2018. https://www.historynet.com/lady-lindy-the-

remarkable-life-of-amelia-earhart-july-97-aviation-history-feature/.  
 
Document Set B: Front Page Stories on Amelia Earhart 

 
Evening star. [volume] (Washington, D.C.), 13 Jan. 1935. Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers. Lib. of 

Congress. <https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045462/1935-01-13/ed-1/seq-5/> 
The Indianapolis times. [volume] (Indianapolis [Ind.]), 18 June 1928. Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers. Lib. 

of Congress. <https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn82015313/1928-06-18/ed-1/seq-1/> 
 
Questions for Analysis 

1. Why was Amelia Earhart called “Lady Lindy”? 
 
 

2. What do the documents in Set B tell you about her accomplishments? 
 
 
Hypothesis 1: Do you think Amelia Earhart should be called “Lady Lindy?” Why or why not? 
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ROUND 2: ANNE MORROW LINDBERG 
 
Document C: Anne Morrow Lindberg 

Much time during the early years of the Anne Morrow Lindbergh's marriage to Charles 
Lindbergh was spent flying. Anne took to flying with ease, and soon became her husband's 
trusted co-pilot on history-making journeys that took them all over the world. In 1931 they 
journeyed in a single-engine plane over Canada and Alaska, and on to Japan and China. The 
flight was the inspiration for Morrow Lindbergh's first book, "North to the Orient." She went on 
to write more than a dozen others. Her most controversial published work was her 1940 book 
"The Wave of the Future," in which she appeared to share her husband's favorable opinions 
regarding Nazi Germany. Speaking of the book in a 1973 television interview, Morrow 
Lindbergh admitted, "It was a mistake... It didn't help anybody... I didn't have the right to write 
it. I didn't know enough." 

Morrow Lindbergh's interest in flight was not a passing fancy. In 1934, the National 
Geographic Society awarded her its Hubbard Gold Medal for her accomplishments in 40,000 
miles of exploratory flying over five continents with her husband. In addition, she was awarded 
the Cross of Honor of the U.S. Flag Association in recognition of her accomplishments in 
surveying transatlantic air routes. She was also the first licensed female glider pilot in the United 
States. 
 
“Anne Morrow Lindberg.” PBS. n.d. https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/lindbergh-anne-morrow/.  

 
Document D: New York Times 
WASHINGTON, March 31, 1934 -- The Hubbard Gold Medal, highest award of the National 
Geographic Society for exploration and geographic attainments, was presented today to Anne 
Morrow Lindbergh in recognition of her achievements as copilot and radio operator during the 
40,000 miles of flight over five continents and the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 
 
“MEDAL PRESENTED TO MRS. LINDBERGH; Hubbard Award, Highest of the National Geographic Society, Honors Air 

Triumphs. FIRST WOMAN RECIPIENT Husband, One of Nine Men to Receive Decoration, Stays in Background at 
Ceremony.” New York Times. March 31, 1934. 

 
Questions for Analysis 

1. Who was Anne Morrow Lindberg? 
 
 

2. What do Documents C and D tell you about her accomplishments? 
 
 
Hypothesis 2: Do you think Amelia Earhart should be called “Lady Lindy?” Why or why not? 
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ROUND 3: Contributions to Aviation 
 
Document E: “A Woman's Place in Science” 1935 
Earhart delivered this speech as part of a radio broadcast on a “woman’s place in science.” The following 
transcript is from an audio recording of that broadcast. An original copy of the speech can be found on the 
website of the Library of Congress. 
 

This modern world of science and invention is of particular interest to women, for the 
lives of women have been more affected by its new horizons than those of any other group. 
Profound and stirring as have been accomplishments in the remoter fields of pure research, it is 
in the home that the applications of scientific achievement have perhaps been most far-reaching, 
and it is through changing conditions there that women have become the greatest beneficiaries 
in the modern scheme. 

Science has released them from much of the age-old drudgery connected with the process 
of living. Candle dipping, weaving and crude methods of manufacturing necessities are things of 
the past for an increasing majority. Today, light, heat and power may be obtained by pushing 
buttons and cunningly manufactured and appealing products of all the world are available at the 
housewife's door. Indeed, beyond that door she need not go, thanks to the miracles of modern 
communication and transportation. Not only has applied science decreased the toil in the home, 
but it has provided undreamed of economic opportunities for women. Today, millions of them 
are earning their living under conditions made possible only through a basically altered 
industrial system. Probably no scientific development is more startling than the effect of this new 
and growing economic independence upon women themselves. When the history of our times is 
written, it must record as supremely significant the physical, psychic and social changes women 
have undergone in these exciting decades. 

The impetus of the sociological evolution of the last half century should be largely 
credited to those who have toiled in laboratories, 
and those who have translated into practical use 
the fruits of such labors. 

Aviation, this young modern giant, 
exemplified the possible relationship of women 
and the creations of science. Although women as 
yet have not taken full advantage of its use and 
benefits, air travel is as available to them as to 
men. As so often happens in introducing the new 
or changing the old, public acceptance depends 
peculiarly upon women's friendly attitude… May 
I hope this movement will spread throughout all 
branches of applied science and industry and that 
women may come to share with men the joy of 
doing. Those can appreciate rewards most who 
have helped create. 
 
Amelia Earhart. January 01, 1935. [Radio broadcast transcript]. https://www.loc.gov/item/afccal000410.  
Evening star. [volume] (Washington, D.C.), 22 Sept. 1929. Chronicling America: Historic American Newspapers. Lib. of 

Congress. <https://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045462/1929-09-22/ed-1/seq-102/> 
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Document F: National Aviation Hall of Fame List of Accolades: Anne Morrow Lindbergh  
 

● Graduated from Smith College in 1982 with awards for her literary works. 
● Demonstrated the value of aircraft in archaeological work when she and Charles 

Lindbergh discovered Pueblo tribe ruins which they later photographed with staff 
members of the Carnegie Institute. 

● In 1982, she and her husband Charles Lindbergh traced the first transcontinental air-mail 
passenger service route and participated in the Pan American expansion in the 
Caribbean. 

● Joined other members of the Lindbergh-Carnegie Maya expedition after pioneering new 
routes for Pan American Airways, and took the first comprehensive aerial photographs of 
the old empire ruins of Maya civilization in Guatemala and Mexico. 

● First woman to receive a U.S. glider pilot license. 
● Set a woman’s record for coast-to-coast flight as a navigator in 1930. 
● Surveyed an air route to the Orient and earned her radio operator license in 1932. 
● Surveyed transatlantic routes in 1933, covering 19,000 miles and touching 23 countries. 
● Wrote several books on aviation documenting her flights with her husband and her love 

for aviation. 
● Was co-pilot with her husband (prior to WWII) making trips to Germany, the Middle 

East, and Russia. 
 
“Learning Center Our Enshrinees: Anne Morrow Lindbergh.” National Aviation Hall of Fame. Accessed November 4, 2022. 

https://nationalaviation.org/enshrinee/anne-morrow-lindbergh/. 
 
According to these documents, who contributed more to aviation, Earhart or Lindberg? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Overall, do you think Amelia Earhart should be called “Lady Lindy?” Why or why not? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


